[Adverse drug reactions in a paediatric intensive care unit].
To determine ADR frequency and characteristics of ADR in a paediatric intensive care unit between may and june 2009. All of the hospitalised children were under intensive pharmacosurveillance by means of daily analysis of their prescription profiles. The following patient characteristics were analysed: age, sex, drugs involved, affected organs and systems, triggered illness, adverse reaction mechanism, presence of polypharmacy, severity and course of the reaction. The following variables were recorded for adverse reactions: frequency, incidence in hospitalised children, incidence per 100 children/day and percentage of preventable reactions. Of the 123 hospitalised children, 24 experienced at least one adverse reaction. The total number of identified adverse drug reactions was 45. Average age was 34 months, and 14 patients were male.Frequency was 36.6% (CI 95% 28.4-46.4). Adverse reaction average was calculated at 1.9 reactions per child. The ADR incidence rate per 100 children/day was 10.4. There were 66 drugs involved; the most common drug groups were antiepileptics and diuretics. Drug reactions most frequently affected the metabolic and haematological systems. Of the reactions, 61% were preventable. Twelve reactions were severe and 1 patient died. Adverse reactions are a frequent health problem among critically ill children. There is a pressing need to create awareness and prevention strategies to decrease their frequency and severity.